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THERE will be
tonight and
Sunday, accorlng to
the forecast

-

.

WHAT would we do
without our dally rain,
which we have come
to love so weUT
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Inquests Called' Off
ANDY LOCKED OUT
At the war department it was anColo., May 23. Coroner
23. Andrew Car
Trinidad,
New
York,"
communiMay
nounced that telegraphic
MAY
B.
B.
announced
today that no
in
Sipe
flowers
his garnegie, pluekin
cation between Brownsville and Tam-picin connection
held
be
would
the
shut
inquests
den
last
accidentally
evening,
and that
had been
recent
the
with
fighting In the Agul- garden gate, which is locked auto
the railroad between Eagle Pass and
A
coroner was unable
The
lar
district
was
a
Not
and
he
prisoner.
Monclova had been
matically,
throw
could
who
secure
witnesses
to
feeling quite up to scaling the wall,
It was saiii the conferences at the
light on the disorders.
he whistled to a small boy in the
White House and state department
his
he
pre
To
him
sendexplained
street
of
had to do with the question
BRYAN HOLDS CONFERENCE
dicament and the boy called a serving a constitutionalist report to Niar
May 13. Secretary
Washington,
the
unlocked
gate.
who'
refusant,
gara Falls, but Secretary Bryan
A. Douglass, HAVING
Charles
and
John
Lind
on
SECURED THE MONEY,
WOMEN TELL 8ENATORS OF AT
Mr Carnegie told the story
MEN WHO MULCTED THE NEW
MEDIATORS AND . MEXICAN AND ed to make any statement
constitu
the
latter
the
sailed
he
for
before
representing
himself today Just
MR, CALHOUN WILL NOT OBROCITIES OF MILITIA AT
The understanding here was that
HAVEN RAILWAY ARE LIKEREPRESENTAAMERICAN
confer
a
had
tionalist
long
wife
his
agency,
with
Skibo
Scotland,
us
mediators
took
the
Castle,
Inasmuch
up'a
JECT TO GRILLING
LUDLOW BATTLE
LY TO BE SUED
ence at the state department, after
TIVES WILL BE PRESENT
and daughter.
discussion of the Internal affairs 6t
White
the
went
to
which Mr. Bryan
Mexico, the American commissioners
None of the men would re- PLUNDEREDELECTRICRAILVAY
House,
WOULD QUIT FITZ
ONE
APPLIED
THE
SAW
TOSCH
to
this
were
thai
suggest
prepared
BOARD PREPARES A REPORT
NOT EXCITED
WASHINGTON
veal the subject of their conference.
Chicaeo. May 23. Fitzslmmons, for
question, could hot well be. discussed
' - x
s
'
mer world's' champion heavyweight
without the presence of a constitu- v
WHEN HE WITHDREW AS HEAD
DIG UP OLD FIGHT
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS-- ? pugilist, was sued for divorce today in WIFE OF A STRIKER RELATES
18 WAITING PATIENTLY THE RE- tionalist representative.
A"
23.
OF FRISCO SYSTEM HE TOOK .
petition
HOW THE BIG CONFLAGRAWashington, May
the circuit court by Mrs. Julia FatzSION NEARS END OF ITS
SULT OF THE EFFORTS TO
citiof
thousands
several
OVER A MILLION
had
treated
he
signed by
TION WAS STARTED
siminons, who charged
Velasco Leads Revolt
LONG INQUIRY
BRING ABOUT PEACE
to
zens
congress
of
asking
cruel
and
Michigan
extreme
23.
repeated
with,
Six
Vera Cross, Mexico, May
her
recotmize,. Dr. Frederick: A Cook, as
Americans arrivedthere by train from
ty since their marriage in San Fran
ZONE
althe discoverer of the North Pole was TRANSACTION WAS A FRAUD
IN
TEE
STRIKE
Fitzsimmon
1903.
'.Mrs.
QUIET
DELEGATE Mexico City today?! They brought with IS ROCKEFELLER A SICK MAN? cisco in
CARRANZA
A
presented t6 the senate today by Sen
leeed her husband threatened to kill
them, an unconfirmed report that Genator William Alden, Smith.
1910,
him
in
July,
CALIFORNIA RAILROAD COMMIS,
her when she left
Jose Velasco, the federal comUNITED
STATES ARMY
UNDER
IT IS eral
IF HE IS NOT, HE WILL BE OBLIGTHE CONSTITUTIONALISTS,
restrained
unless
fears
she
and
Torreon
that
was
at
who
defeated
mander,
SION SO BRANDS IT IN OFFL
IN
MAINTAINED
PEACE
IS
.
WOMEN WANT RIGHTS
ED TO GIVE TESTIMONY
REPORTED, WILL SEND MAN
by General Villa, then recalled to the
by the courts he will carry out his
CIAL 8TATEMENT
23.
Okla.,
TRINDAD
DI8TRICT
May
Oklahoma City,
i
..' 1
TO SPEAK FOR THEM
,
BEFORE EXAMINER
threats.
capital and later sent to San Luis
a
during
determined)
fight
for
Plans
General
revolted
had
Potosl,
against
Saa Francisco, May 23. In. grant'
the next four years for Laity rights
Huerta together with most of the fedMUNICIPALi STREET CARS
Washington,. May 23 Another story
Washington, May 23rrTentallve sugNiagara Falls, Ontario, May 23.
for women In the Methodits Episcopal ing an application of the United RadV
mine
Colorado
32.
the
of
disasters
of
command
Wash.j
the
his
under
Operation
May
Seattle,
Announcement was made shortly after eral troops
gestions for the report of the interchurch south, were laid at the ses company of San Francisco for permismun- strike was told
Cuban Messenger Safe
today to Senator
state commerce commission to the of the first division of Seattle's
noon today that the first full confersion
of the general conference of the sion to borrow money to purchase
Muro, the Cuban messenger sent by senate on its investigation of the fi- icipal street can service was begun Kern, Martine and Kenyon by wives
ence between the mediators and both
- '
church
here today.
rolling stock, the California railroad
the of miners who saw the battle of Lud
the American and Mexican delegates Consul William W. Canada to Gen- nancial affairs of the New Haven todav. The linef extends from
commission issued) today a statement
a
and
miners
low between the militia
eral Gustavo Maas to urge the release
business part of Ihe cly to Ballard,
would be held tonight
railway are beginning to take form.
denunciatory of the financial methods
were
miles
district
the
strikers
four
tents
of
Admiral
Fletcher's
the
when
Rear
of
Filipino
Officials) of .the commission incline manufacturing
It was arranged at the request ot
of Patrir.k
WOMAN
CHICAGO
fnnnpr nrM.irint
tese
tickets are sold burned and lives were lost The
to the belief that money improperly north. Twenty-fifthe Mexican delegates, who met the
of the company.
The
and
cents.
Is
not
five
was
taken
formally,
timony
(Contiintied on Page Five.)
diverted from the New Haven treas but ordinary fare.
mediators informally this morning, afThe commission, in its written ot
for purchase of the in addition to the their statements the
ury to those interested in promoting city is negotiating
ter which the South American mediader
and opinion, asserts that Calboun,
IN
ITALY
SHOT
railwomen exhibited photographs.
transactions by which the road is Seattle, ftenton; and Soutnern
tors sent for the American delegates
shortly
prior to his retirement, "tooic
line
brush
a
with
the
uniform
men
connects
in
saw
"I
which
dip
VIVA FOB HUERTA
to consult them about the matter.
alleged to have been mulcted of large road,
from
funds of this public
the
on
'
in buckets and swash something
sums, might he recovered through pri- opened today.
It is understood that the envoys
over $1,000,000 when
ADIMITS
STUDENT
FLORENTINE
Mrs.
was
I
oil,"
it
think
tents.
the
vate suits against those who profited.
felt confident of being able to remove
available dollar wass orely need-e'd- to
HE ATTEMPTED TO KILL
senators.
told
the
Pearl
Jollie
COST MAN'S LIFE Joseph W. Folk, chief counsel for r
such obstacles as had delayed proincrease the facilities ot this
MRS. FLAVELLE
"I did not see the men put oil on
the commission, and his assistants
of
consideration
'
jflie
during
and that ne gave his suc
anceedings
company,"
M.
II.
Mrs.
Thomas,
said
CONGRESS
IN
tents,'"
TODAY
did little active work today beyond
23.
A
FlorenJesse
cessor,
preliminary measures. Delegates repLilienthal, a promissory
May
see
the
Florence, Italy,
t
other miner's wife, "but I did
ar- note for $1,096,000 payable one day;
resenting both sides of the controversy ALEJANDRO ROCH1N PAYS PEN- making a review of the developments
to the tine art student, Pietro Rossi,
touch
fire
In
uniform
men
of the past week. An inquiry has
between the United States and GenALTY. FOR INCGNSING C0N- immerested today on suspicion of being the after date, which Lilienthal
Washington, May 3. Seuate: Met tenW
busbeen started into the physical condifirst
the
into
will
go
STITUTIONALISTS
Mrs.
eral Huerta
wrote
robbed
in
and
man
books
the
shot
who
of
Mary
a
th
diately
since
said
that
Senator Kern
tion of William Rockefeller, to deter- at 11 a. m.
on Thursday company "as of the value of one doliness session hoping an amicable adof
Flavelle
Chicago
investi
had
already
committee
appropria
house
can e Considered agricultural
was on a train between lar."
Naco, Ariz., May 23. .Wandering mine whether his testimony
justment of all their differences will
'
bill.
gated the strike, there was little the while she
b the outcome.
the
The
to
over to the Mexican side of the line taken without jeopardy to his health. tion
confessed
$1,000,000 which Calhoua
Amendment, to sudry civil appro senate would do. Senator Martine Florence and Assisi,
The sudden calling of a full session early today, Alejandro Rochln, a
charged with diverting from the funu
the wom crime.
of
compensathe
relate
tPstimony
increase
bill
may
priation
for tonight was not expected by the former Huerta employe at Naco, Son- - PRINCE LOUIS OF BATTENBERG
"I am a student,", he said, "at the of the company was used, the commis,
on the soldiers' roll en to. the senate.
tion of empiov
and
American delegates. They had made ora, shouted "Viva Huerta"
Social Science institute here and am sion asserts, in promoting the Solan
23. Prince Louis of
. London
Smoot
May
Senator
proposed
no plans for a meeting today. The promptly received three bullets which
24 years old.
I had gambled away Irrigated farms, au immense subm- who jViiiyj-nlyaj-- An;fl'eEdmt?a.l'the
agricultural
' cus- Batteaberg,
talk
one
Ahad
America
himr-constitutionalist
of
South
11.1... '
killed
most 'all the money"!: possessed and vlttfrvM "
envoys
lord of the British admiralty, is re hill to limit expenditures in the .cot
it
and
.23.
Ten
to months ago.
toms guard fired the shots, according
with the Mexican delegates
Denver, May
had started on my way hom
ceiving many congratulations iu ad ton belt, proposed by Mr. McCumber,
was generally thought nothing more to an American army sentry, who saw vance of his sixtieth
sioned officers and . privates of the Monte Pulciano, in order to Inform
"This whole transaction was
a.
anniver.u
birthday
was defeated.
On fraud," declared the commission "nr,f
would occur today. Shortly afterward the shooting.
Colorado National Guard were placed my family of my predicament.
The
tomorrow.
treas
on
which
the
conies
sary,
A
resolution
calling
on charges the train, however, I saw an old lady only upon the
the Mexican delegates requested anMexican authorities said Rochln criticism that followed the
for- - on trial jointly today
recent an- public, which is de
r
T
ury department to report which
battle be- who apparently had one foot In the pendent upon this
Ludlow
of
out
the
other audience with the mediators ha dattacked the customs guard with nnurwwtnpnt
growing
of
excluded
h
annointment
wnnM
the
nf
..
utility for its
.,rin;oa
fcTlgU HUiUIUUUU'W
and as the result of this second talk a knife. The man's body was left ly- "rnnce iiiexaiiuer oi
tween striking coal miners and mi- grave and to whom wealth could not street car service but alsn
convici-iuau- e
Dar
bl
guuuo
iccit
to
juibiuwjne
Uy
20.
the announcement was made that pre- ing in the street several hours. Ro-oond and note holders of this utility.
mean much.
of Canada calls to mind the was introduced by Mr. Smith of litia on April
of arson.
wom- oecause 10 tne extent
sufficiently chin, who had been a refugee leaves general
accusations
had been
men
face
dressed
liminaries
well
The
the
of
"The
that money is
sight
fact that prince Louis. of Battenberg Georga an(j passed.
and larceny. an tempted me and I attacked her. I diverted to improper DUiDoses. thes
Bmoothed out to justify formal ses- a family here. .
manslaughter
murder,
of the same
with
much
a.
m.
contend
to
11
had
at
House: Met
sions of all the principals to the meThe com
Testimony presented at the trial of would not have tried to kill her if creditors are defrauded."
sort during his earlier career in the
General debate on Clayton anti-trus- t
diation.
SALTILLO WAS SACKED
Major Patrick J. Hamrock and other she had not screamed when I grasped mission finds that "Mr. Calhoun and
British navy. The poular objection toLjjj regumed
..
.
.
commissioned officers, was read into her valise. I then lost my reason and the stock holders joined in this
El Paso, Texas, May 23. The fed tne uattenDergs
as wen as me rr. I
Still Watchfully Waiting
fired."
the records.
plunder," which was authoribed by
eral troops sacked Saltillo before its is not based on the fact that they are
The defendants are Sergeants C.
The accused is Mept under close resolution of the directors," at the ex23. Watchful evacuation, asserted a message given connected with the royal family, but MITCHEL
OF
-GLAD
IS
May
.Washington,
con lint
Taylor. T. K. Casey and H. N. uui- watch. The conditio of Mrs. Flavelle pense of the public and the company's
nr of Herman orierin.
,hv
waiting on mediation continued to he out today by local agents of the
Private
Charles
Patton,
had improved today and the doctors
len, Corporal
In the case of Frince Louis of Bat- the attitude of the Washington gov- stitutionalist government. The re
VERDICT
M. Mason, G. stated she probably would survive if
BECKER
F.
THE
BATTLE NEAR TAMPICO
Lawrence
Campbell,
situatCarranza's
came
General
on
these
through
ernment today in the Mexican
tenberg the objections
port
Pacheco, E- - J- her constitution tfas strong enough
Daniel
were
Washington,
the
No
Osborne,
details
given
May 23. Rear Admiral
founda
President
much
left
firmer
Wilson
a
have
headquarters.
grounds
ionto enable her to flecuperate from the Mayo reported from Tamnico that a
Welsh and H. P. Faulkes.
White House early for a ride, after nor was it made known if foreign tion than in the case of the Tecks.
MAYOR OF NEW YORK CONGRAT
force of constitutionalists had crossed
great loss of blood.
Governor Calls Conference
Though ever yinch a loyal Britisher,
receiving encouraging reports of the property suffered.
ULATESTD1STRICT ATTORthe Panuco river last night and InforGov
from
native
a
made
Is
nevertheless
was
Prince
Louis
negotiation
by
Announcement
peace
preliminary
NEY "ON CONVICTION
mation had reached him of th mu.
GARRISON
and
WHOLE
KILLED
a
Lamar
son
of
German
of Gemany, the
American Commissioners
ernor Amnions that the joint legisla
23. Mexico City pose of these troops to advance on a
name
meet
May
German
of
repre
.
bearer
a
Washington,
would
the
prince,
Lehmaun.
SUNDAY BASEBALL IS
New York. May 23. The only "con tive committee
force of federals believed to be about
of
and title, and the brother-in-laof the United Mine Work-er- dispatches to diplomatic sources here
Evidencing no anxiety over the
for Charles Becker, con sentatives
30 nuiea south.
ference
today
constitutionwhen
con
that
the
to
and
of
Prussia
Garrison
Prince
reported
afternoon
today
both,
Henry
of America this
military situation, Secretary
second time
the
for
"'
victed
;
yesterday
several
f
coal miners" strike. alist troops captured Tepio
'fcad gone to Atlantic City for a few
ROASTEDjyjHUBCII German czar,
of ithe murder' rf Herman. Rosenthal fer regarding the committee5
AN EXCESS RESERVE
ould days ago they put to death the entire
;"' days. Secretary Bryan was relieved
the
ia
that
It
Monsaid,
T.
..counsel, Martin
his
New
was
with
York. May 23. Tbe statemen
300
and
officers
federal garrison of
nvr the safe arrival of American PRESBYTERIANS WOULD MAKE CONFERENCE ON OITY PLANNING ton and Mrs. Becker. The basis for meei me operas
of
the
.'
actual condition of clearing
Mex
men.
Silllman
at
Vice Consul John K.
be held in tk,
from the verdict, it was ference will
nouse names and trust companies tor
SABBATH A DAY OF
Toronto, Ontario, May 23 Ail prep- an
THE
J
a nTTCkn QC TO
nrn
t
a
aIIaii
received
He
dispatch
ico City.
'
arations have been completed for the said, was the subject under discufc onice.
the week' shows they hold 950,955,850
REST AND QUIET
to be discussed.
from the Brazilian minister in the
Internation Conference on City Plan- sion. Becker spent a quiet nighty n the subjects
reserve in excess of leeal renuJra.
KEEP
was
SUFFRAGETTES
Silllman
Mexican capital stating
.
meet
this
in
to
which,
is
city
baseball
23v
menta
buu
UB
ning,'
This is an increase of
JUS
in
veil
Sunday
luiuua,
May
Chicago,
"
in good health and would remain at
Rockefeller Ignores Llfldsey
of the' during the first half of the coming freshed and comparatively cheerful.)
it3e
In
from
249,750
condemned
was
report
last week.
until
Monday
the Brazilian legation
New York. Mav 23. John D. RocKe,
ON DOING VIOLENCE
Week.' The Duke of Cbnnaught, gov
District Attorney Whitman toaay
Rnrsenta.tives of the Mexican committee on .: Sabbath observance,
rumors
t
letter from feller, Jr., put an end today to
ernor general of the dominion, has received the following
JENKINS WINS TITLE
nnntltutionalistB here resumed con which was presented and discussed
with Judge
conference
a
of
at
to
nroposed
invitation
an
assem
preside
Mitchel;
the
of
Emr.. Mav 23. J n
accepted
at
Mayor
Sandwich,
the
general
uncertain
meeting
somewhat
over
the
to
POLICE
fprnnces
AN EFFORT ON PART OF
outcome Ben B. Lindsey of Denver, relative
In
in the opening of the conference.
of
heard
the
Church
kins
hlv
have
of
the
of
Presbyterian
I
just
Troon,
as
Scotland, won th
.Concerning
mediation situation
TO STOP THEM IS A
A sugges- cluded In the attendance will be del of the Becker case. Tha whole coun- - the Colorado stnue suuauou, u,
British
amateur
United
States
the
"':
from
today.
to
hear
golf championshipi
their interests, expecting
FAILURE
i,
sentence in egates from all parts of Canada and try is under obligation to you. Your ing, through hi secretary, u.
today by beating C. I. Hezlett of Port
n
,i fTorran?. and to ireceive a tion from the floor that a
At
view would never take place.
secular from many of the leading cities of work has been splendid."
Ireland, by three up and two
from Jose B. Vasconcelos. Mr. the rejiort''',disapproving all
London; May 23. The police mo- Rush,.
Mr. Rockefeller's office, it was said,
In
States.
the
be
United
Reserve
- games and
the
on
to play, in the final round of 36 holea.
Among
prin
Evidence
Sunday"
mentionsports
- Vasconcelos, who had been
'.ithe
re
'tensive today
and a telegram had been
mentarily took
The district attorney, It was learn
const- - changed to read "all eomttterclallzed cipal subjects scheduled for discus
- ied as
probable agent ot the
for in the war between the "twentieth
asking
from
' (the, '"conference are recent ed
Lindsey
ceived
Judge
to
submit
handwriting
not
sion
At
will
was
accepted.
THE DEAD
games and sports"
V, DISTURBING
today,
Mn Rockefeller had century furies," as the suffragettes
but
an
be- - prbgress in"
he
Which
interview,
the
of
letters
reached
number
was
protec
exnerts
hour
a
"planning,
23, Two militant suf
London,
city
Adjournment
May
: with- mediation proceedings, already
:
authorities.
and
now
the
are
called,
districts, water believes were written by Becker to refused to meet 'bim.
forer the report had beeir wholly con tion
vandals today broke tha
nao announced ntrini. 'iovs'"v
had been The offices of the Women's Social fragettecase of
Lindsey
Judse
The
their
report
Canadian
on
was
deferred.
the
front
during
sidered
gunmen
and
condemned
action
it
developments,
an exhibit in the mum
that
and
the
glass
etruction of such a nature
at
militant
body,
and Political union, the
admitted to the Rockefeller estate
death house.
and
cities
town
act,
openThe
the
con
also
Sing
garden
of
planning
the
Sing
room,
in
deprecated
to
my
the
report
British museum. N
stay
was
to
comlne
Washington
he
and had were the object ot a raid ia search, of
Panama-Pacifiwas done to tlw exhibits.
These letters were turned over to Pocantlco Hills last night
exposition suburbs, public playgrounds and rec
damage
wltn representatives or ma ,if ing of the
inner workings
reation facilities, parks and boule the prosecution hy the wife of "Lef- soent the night there was absurd, information as to the
Both women were arrested.
The war and navy department's on Sunday.
of the organization which would en
hus- - said Mr. Rockefeller's secretary.
her
after
buildine
the
desecration
restrictions,
"Sabbath
transpor
Rdsenberg
is
great vards,
ty Louie"
routine communications were receivin this able the police to strike a hard blow
from
Judge Lindsey, who arrived
MEMPHIS WINS OUT
ed early in the day from General est problem in America today," de tatlon facilities and. the provision for hiiB death. They passed
had at- the authors of the frequent out
still'
he
that
said
runmen.
is
believed,
tv,a
New
it
and
H.
L.
the
today,
of
relative
nvcity
the future,
import
Bowldy
Okla., May 23. Memphis
Wagoner,
Funston at Vera Cruz and American clared Rev.
of the hopes of meeting M- - Rockefeller. Jr. rages. Incidentally it was hoped that Tenn.,
was selected in preferadmirals in Mexican waters. Consul York. "Commercialized sport, partic ance of city planning as compered between the leaves of books
today
cof
people the police might find there the
with other functions of city govern- prison library vhica are permute w
'i come straight from theLindsey,
ence
to
Los
ularly baseball, is a moral menace."
Calif as tha
Canada forwarded a wireless-messagAngeles,
fers containing the funds of the so next
wu of Colorado." said Jhidge
circulate among tne prisoners
the Cumber
of
sent yesterday from Tampico asking A resolution (praising President Wil ment
meeting
place
"and I want to present to Mr. Rocke ciety.
,
rtemned to death. land Presbyterian general assembly.
that New York underwriters bo ad- son and his cabinet for their efforts
the
po
Soon after the onslaught by
"GUNBOAT" SMITH SAILS
Aithnurh written in a disguised feller some aspects o' the situation
vised that the steamer Atlantis, which In averting war with Mexico and for
believes of which I am euro he is Ignorant lice the militants' reply came in the
was
attorney
offered
district
23.
mediation
"Gunboat"
New
the
by
May
hi,nrt
York,
miles
20
two
accepting
ran ashore
days ago
AERONAUT IS DROWNED
adopt none of the shape of several serious outrages, In
The resolu Smith, the California heavyweight they came from Becker, and he jis I shall,
north, of Point Jerez, probably would Rev. T. S. McWilllame.
111., May 23.
Robert Cowan,
Alton,
of
destruction
a
portrait
the
the
ror an o.
tactics .em ployed by
cluding
holding them ia reserve
be a total loss. The steamer Monte- tion was declared out of order while who is matched to fight Georges
an
was drowm 'I
aeronaut,
atof France, in Ijondon, six tunity to use them as evidence against 'mourners' and I shall not try to of King George at Edinburgh, an
rey, which left Puerto Mexico yester- - the Sunday observance committee re
in
river
the
here !n !
Mississippi
of
If
water
off
Tr
cut
P.ockefeller.
the
supply
.n
tempt to
wa weeks hence, sailed for England on the convicted police lieutenant in the
in
terday. Consul Canada reported would port was before the assembly and
when
uteht
balloon
the
wukli i
no session, is the steamer Oceanic today. The big latter's effort to obtain a reversal ot he does not care to see me, I think I Glasgow, and an nt of vandalism at
was
proceed to New Orleans, carrying 456 not read. There was
into
the gtr;
dropped
soaring
the British musMim.
an stand it"
fellow was in fine condition.
the afternoon.
judgment from the court of appeals.
refugees.
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appointment is that of Monsiguor Delia Chleso, archbishop of Bologna.
Delia Chlesa spent four years as secretary of the nunciature at Madrid
AND
Mrs. Wilson
and In 1887 went into the office of
TO
TO
was
Roblson, 744
office
the
when
secretary of state,
w
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Whooping Cough
"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the on
ly one that would relieve their cough
ing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
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POSTOFFICES ARE MOVED
Santa Fe, May 23. The postofflce
site at Des Moines, Union county, has
block south, and
been moved one-hathat at Naravlsa, Quay county, 350
feet south, according to official notice to Postmaster John Pfluger.
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Asbury Park, N. J., Standard Lines
. .
Differential '
N.
Standard
Lines
Atlantic City,
J,
Differential
Boston, Matt'., Standard Lines
.:
Differential .
.
Via Montreal, Quebec
Buffalo, N. Y, Standard Lines
Differential .
'

k

New York, N.

$74.80

$86.30
82.10

$77.30

$84.30

$76.90

$82.80
$85.80
$85.80
$85.80

$77-3-

$73.80
'

1$80.30
$62.40

..$62.40

'

,

.

"

'

-7-

S3.25

CATHOLIC

$67.30
$47T0

Differential $74.30
Lines
Standard
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
:
'
I
Differential
.
Side ride from La Junta to Denver and return
Side ride from La Junta to Colorado Springs and return
Side ride from La Junta to Pueblo and return

...

....

$l7T0
$65.45
$5.50
$3.25

T7.in5
16.60
$13.70
$11.90

Feel Dull and Slugglshf

For Further Information Call at Ticket Office fiJS
D. L. Batchelor, Agent

y,

-

Adv.

CAPITAL

PAID IN

SURPLUS
I100.000.M
i

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,
Vice-Preside-

t

i

.

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

interest;paid on time deposits
SAVINGS BANK
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Denver and return.
Colorado Springs and return
Pueblo and return
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UNION OF ILLINOIS

Edwardsville, 111., May 23. Hundreds of delegates poured into Edwardsville today for the annual convention of the Catholic Union of IlThe day was given over to
linois'.
the reception of visitors. Tomorrow
morning the delegates will attend the
celebration of pontifical nigh mass
by Bishop Ryan of Alton. In the
afternoon there will be a big street
parade. The business eessln8 of the
convention will occupy Monday and
Tuesday.

...$77.30

Y, Standard Lines

COLORADO

'

77.80
--

...

...

Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they
urge others to take them also. A. T,
Kelly. Mcintosh. Ala. says: "I rec
ommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..

Final Return Limit
60 days Oct 31, 1914

(

Chicago. HI,

-

"
Weaknes
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
scaldKdlney Pills for that burning, action-heavpainful
ing sensation-irregulasore feeling and bladder distress. You will like their tonlo restorative effect the relief from pain
quick good results. Contain no
harmful drugs. Try them. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

tia

'7

Start

CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000,00

Office with (he San Miguel National Bank

Your

Liver to Working
It beats all how ouickly Foley Ca
thartic Tablets liven your liver, overcome constipation make you feel
lively and active aeain. J- - I
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
Foley Cathartic Tablets gave me."
They're a wonder. O. O- - Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
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MANY SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

FOR COMMENCEMENT WEEK
THE NEW

MEXICO

UNIVERSITY

NORMAL

ANNOUNCES

barth, Lola Hixenbaugh, Opal Jones,
Rose Kellogg, Rebecca Livingston,
Mildred
McMahon, Gladys McVay,
Frances Myers, Sadie Tooker, Hazel
Webb.

BIG PROGRAM

Tenors LeRoy Brown, Frej Hagel-berOscar Hargrove, Russell
Roy Thomason.
Basses Doyle
Barnett, Benjamin
Madrid, Sketchley Moore, Howard Pe
tersen, Frank H. H, Roberts, Jr., Ed
win Rosenthal.
The Eighth Grade Commencement
Monday evening at the Normal hall
the graduating exercises' of the Eighth
grade of the Normal JJniversity will
be held. Appropriate exercises have
been prepared and the program is as
follows:
Veazle
Music, "The Happy Miller"
Mixed Chorus
Prayer Rev. E. C Anderson.
Herman
Music, "Dimples"
Eighth Grade Orchestra
"A Lunch In the Suburbs,- - m farce.
Helen Ludington
Eighth Grade Cast
Piano Solo, "Mountain Stream"
Sidney Smith
Ida Harper
Dvorak
Duet, "Humoreske"
Lena Langston, Neva Chambers
White
"Virginian Mummy." farce
Eighth Grade Cast
Veazle
Music, "Fairyland Waltz"
Chorus
Presentation of Diplomas Dean
.
Frank Carroon.
Blgelow
Music, "Our Director".,.
Eighth Grade Orchestra
Benediction Rev. J. L. Imhof.
The casts of the two farces are as
follows:

g,
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Beginning tomorrow night the New
Mexico Normal University commencement exercises will begin and con-tin- e
until next Thursday evening,
when the final program, the
exercises proper, will be
given and the students will receive
their diplomas.
This commencement will be the
best ever held in the history of this
institution, which during the past
few years hag outgrown all other educational institutions in the state. .
Those who are connected with the
commencement exercises have work
ed strenuously to make every feature
up to that high standard which has
become expected of Normal University events. The entire school has cooperated and the success of the whole
week may well be left to the critical
ipubllc for approval, and there is little question as to the decision.
The commencement season will In-- .
elude events as follows during the
next week:
Junior-senio- r
banquet tonight at
Romaineu
Hotel
the
service tomorrow
Baccalaureate
night at the Normal auditorium.
Eighth grade commencement Monday evening at the Normal hall.
Class play Tuesday evening at the
opera house.
Breakfast given by Dr. Roberts in
honor of the senior class and the
members of the cast pf the class play,
"VIRGINIAN MUMMY"
"Wednesday morning at the Casaneda Ginger Blue
Caldwell Archibald
hotel.
Dr. Galen
Robert Zlngg
Alumni banquet Wednesday evening Captain Rifle
Ben Strickfaden
at the Castaneda hotel.
Max Weld
Charles
in honor of the Hon. O'Leary
Breakfast
Frederick Moore
Felix Martinez Thursday morning at Lucy
Neva Chambers
the Castaneda hotel.
Severmo Trujlllo
Schoolmaster
Commencement exercises Thursday Patent
:Levi Madrid
j.
night at the Duncan opera house.
"A LUNCH INI THE SUBURBS"
Mrs, Jenkins, the hostess..
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.
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The program for
Mrs. Page, another suburbanite
follows:
Audrey Sivmmerlin
Violin Solo Edward HIte.
rich New Ysrk
Address of Welcome LeRoy Brown. Mrs. Mountatuart, a
i
Ida Harper
woman
Phebe
Welcome
of
Response
Mrs. Jenkins, Sr., Mrs. Jenkins'
Hart
mother-in-laCorrine Mosimann
Vocal Duet Lucy and Marie Cleman Irish maid Emma Pettine
Ellen,
ent,
Josephine Lopez
Mary, a waitress
Reading .Mildred McMahon.
New
Place:
Ellndale,
Jersey suburb.
Ruth
Will
of the
Presentation
The students of the Normal Eighth
N. Summerlin, Joof Will Frank H. H. grade are Audrey
C. Lopez, Neva V. Chambers,
sephine
Roberts, Jr.
Lena E. Langston, Emilie Baca, Ruth
Piano Solo Ethel Harper.
Turner, Emma S. Pettine, Mary L.
for
has
arranged
The junior class
Ida
an excellent menu to be served at Condon, Cbrinne J. Mosimann,
N. Strickfaden, Max L.
Ben
outHarper,
the
this party, and undoubtedly
seniors will Ilfeld, Henry O. Archibald, Millicent
going and the
H. Fisher, Robert M. Zlngg, W. Frednjoy life at its best this evening. In
erick Moore, Severino Trujillo, Jr.,
both
of
members
addition to the
and Harry Mosimann.
be
will
of
number
a
guests
classes,
The guests of honor who will toe
present
present at these exercises are Mrs.
The Baccalaureate Service
Johanna R. Vollmer, Dr. H. Mi, Smith,
audiTomorrow evening at Normal
Mr John W. Harris, .Mr. William
the
8
o'clock,
at
torium, beginning
conSpringer and Mr. Eugenio Romero.
baccalaureate services will be
The Class Play
H.
Roberts,
ducted. Dr. Frank H.
deliver
will
e Romance," the class
of
"A
the
school,
Bachelor
president
the sermon and his subject will be play of the class of 1914 of the Nor"Art Thou the Man?" The program mal University, promises to exceed
for this service Is as follows:
any former attempt of that school in
Gottecbalk the way of theatricals. The play, to
Voluntary, "Ricordatl"
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
be given Tuesday night, is in, four
Doxology (congregation standing). acts and is interesting from the first
curtain to the last Miss May Ross
Prayer Rev. Normal Skinner.
is the director ani Is of the opinion
Anthem, "Once Again the Day Hath
' Flown"
Franz Abt that a pleasant surprise is in store
for the public.
Lucy Clement, SoloiBt
The story of the play concerns a
Scripture Reading, Job Seventh Chapter and Eighth Psalm Rabbi Jacob certain David Holmes, a quaint, odd
1L Landau.
character. He is a bachelor, country
Announcements.
editor and literary critic, so absorbed
that the outside world
In
Anthem, "Lift Thine Eyes"..
From Mendelssohn's "Elijah" has little interest for him. In fact, he
Baccalaureate, "Art Thou the Man?" has even overlooked the circumstance
President Frank It H. Roberts.
that his ward, Sylvia, who lives with
Hart"
the
Pants
"As
maiden aunt, has outgrown, childa
Anthem,
prom Spohr's "Crucifixion" hood, and he .still sends her dolls and
other toys as presents. ,
Marie Clement, Solist
Benediction Rev. J. L. Imhof.
When, however, the oversight is
The choir that will furnish the made clear to him toy the arrival of
music for this service Is composed of the young woman herself, a change
the following, Miss Cornelia Murray comes over his life. The critical
Mar- sanctum
grows too narrow for him
being the director, while Miss
accompanist:
the
in her leads him out
is
and
his
interest
Cluxton
guerite
MurK.
Cornelia
Ana
the
world.
rr the man
into
First Sopranos
Conrad,
Ruth
of mind
In
world
a
lived
who
has
Marie
Clement,
ray,
Phebe Hart, Mercedes Hays, Louise learns there Is a world of heart, for
he comes to regard his charming ward
Jaramillo, Lorna Johnson, Enid
Grace Jones, Mina Pochel, Syl- with feelings more tender than fathervia Pochel, Mary Powers, Mary Ro- ly Interest But his eenss of honor
mero, Nelle Sanders, OlUe Thomason, forbids him to disclose these. Nor
does be Imagine for a moment that
Sylvia Vollmer. .
Second Sopranos Ruth Brown, Ma- she, charming girl, could become inbel Baldwin, Faith Beale, Alma Chaf- terested In him, a crusty old bachelor.
At last, however, an attempt on bis
fee, Lucy Clement, Rose Condon,
Murphy, Hlen Eliott, Vivian part to arrange a sultaMe marriage
Hedgcock. Anna Nolan.
for the girl leads to the disclosure
AJtos Clara Ehrich, Mary Grau-- that she loves him.
'

Ro-mal-

w

.

.

his-wor-

Mo-Ge-

e

k

The cast for the play la as follows:
literary critic of the
Frank Landau
Review
Gerald Holmes, his brother, a pleasure loving man ot th world.
.
Frej Hagelburg
Martin Beggs, David's secretary and
confidential man Howard Petersen
Harold Reynolds, on the staff of the
Frank H. It. Roberts
Review
Mr. Mulberry, a literary man with
a classical education, which he
cannot turn into money
Roy Thomason
man
modern
literary
a
Savage,
LeRoy Brown
i
Miss Clemantlna, a maiden lady
with a sharp tongue Phebe Hart
Helen LeGrand, David's sister, a
widow of the worldGladys Carroon
Harriet Llcester, a society girl
'
Enid McGee
Sylvia Summers, David's ward
David Holmes,

;

Mabel

Baldwin

Theodore Skinner
James, a servant
Place: New York and Brooimeia.
Time: The present
SYNOSPIS

Act 1. Evening In David's study in
Washington Square.
Act 2. The following, evening in
Helen LeGrande's fashionable home,
Murry Hill, New York.
David's
Act. a. A month later.
study. The Night of the Pall."
rt i Two months later. Aunt
Clementina's home In the country.
Property man: Francis B. Klley.
The music that will be furnished by'
the New Mexico Normal University
orchestra during the evening Is as fol
lows:
AnclifJe
Nights of Gladness"
Chevalier de Yradler
Ijb. Paloma"
Phil Schwartz
"Reine Valse"
"You Made Me Love You"
McCarthy and Monaco
Oe"
(Hawaiian Farewell).
"Aloha
.Arr. by M. L. Lake
Hosmer
Sam"
Uncle
Songs of
Mackiin
"T.res Moutarde," medley
The Normal University, directed by
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, is compos
ed of the following: Edward Hlte, solo
violin: Lola Hixenbaugh, first violin;
Nellie Parnell, first violin; Ida HarChambers,
Neva
second violin;
second violin; Elizabeth Hart second
violin: Howard Petersen, flute; Le
Roy Brown, clarinet; Paul Marselle,
first cornet; d, C. Zlnn, second cor
net; Frank Condon, bassoon; Omar
Barker, trombone; Carl Ehrich, bass;
John Reed, drums; Ethel Harper, ac
companist.
Breakfast for Seniors
Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock,
Dr Frank H. H. Roberts will be the
host at a breakfast at the Castaneda
hotel in honor of the senior class and
all others who take part in the class
nlav. No special program has been
undoubtarranged for, but "the affair
A
and
interesting.
be
will
jolly
edly
served
will
by
be
special breakfast
the Castaneda hotel.
.

Alumni Banquet
Wednesday evening at the Casta
neda hotel the annual Alumni banthe
quet will be held. Judging from
who
those
and
menu
the
program,
will speak, this affair will be one of
the most interesting of the entire
week. The banquet will begin at 8:30
o'clock.

The porgram and the menu are as

follows

:

be held
school.

SATURDAY,

at the close

of the summer

.

Felix Martinez, one of the most
prominent men In the southwest will
deliver the commencement address to
the Class of 1914, and this alone
means much, toward the excellency of
the exercises.
The program for the evening is as
follows:
Normal University Band
Music
Voluntary "Venezla e Napoli"..Lzst
Music, "Lullaby of Llfe...H. Leslie
Glee Club
Rev. J. M. Harris

Invocation
Mendelssohn
Music, "Spring"
By a Quartette
Class Oration, "Lessons Learned
Under the Southern Cross"
Honorable Felix Martinez
Presentation of Diplomas and Con
ferring of Degrees.
President Frank H. H. Roberts
Music,

"The

Two

Grenadiers"....
Schumann

Glee Club
Announcement of Prize Winners.
Music, "Nights of Gladness"
Normal Band

Benediction
Rev. J. S. Moore
The guests of honor at the commencement exercises ire Thomas B.
Catron, John S. Clark, Ralph E.
Twltchell, Alvan N. White, Leo Tipton and Mrs. B. E. Veeder.
The board of regents of the New
Is com
Mexico Normal University
F. E. Olney,
posed of the following:
M. W. Browne, Charles Ilfeld, Eugenio Romero and John D. W. Veed
er.
The candidates for academia diplo
mas are Sally Ackerman, Nellie B.
Sanders. Edmundo Sena, Theodore
H. Skinner, Frank H. Landau, Lola
I. Hixenbaugh,
Lorrlne F. Lowry,
Octaviano A. Larrazolo, Jr., and Sylvia Pochel.
The candidates for the bachelor's
Ef fie Anderdegree are as follows:
son, Mabel Baldwin, Marguerite Bernard, Doyle C. Barnett Gladys E.
Carroon, Ruthl Comrait, Mabel Theresa Devine, Arthur E. Edmunds,
Lena Eldridge, Clara A. Eschliman,
Evan Felton, Phebe Hart, Jennie Vivian Hedgcock, Mabel O. Hlnrichsen,
Buford H. Kirk, Agnes
Langston,
Enid McGee, Soledad Montano, Belle
Norton, Gladys Palmer, Rice S. Tipton, Sarah Gertrude Tooker and
Louiee Wells.
The candidates for master's degrees
are as follows: irreua r. Appei,
C. Barnett Mabel Benfer,
Doyle
Samuel J1. Daley, Alaska Nevada Da
vis, Nona Z. Davis, Eva Fenton, Kate
H. Livingston, Belle Norton, Rose
M.
Rosalie P. Power,
Powers,
Charles L. Schreck, Astanyz D. Smith,
Rachel V. Smith, Rice Sylvester Tipton, Alice A. Turner and Bernice K.
Zlngg.

The Normal band, which will furnish musia for the commencement
exercises, is composed of the following: Miss Marguerite Cluxton, director; Frank Condon, tuba; S. Omar
Barker, trombone; Frank H. H. Rob
erts, Jr., alto; Paul Marselle, first
cornet; O. C. Zlngg, second cornet;
LeRoy Brown, first clarinet; Edward
Hite, first clarinet; Leopoldo Armi- jo, tenor; Clare Koogler. alto; Sketch- ley Moore, second clarinet; Howard
Petersen, piccolo; Carl Erich, bass
drum; Presentacion Mortlmore, snare
drum, and John Reed snare drum.

Menu:

Bouillon in Cup
"Chosen Ripe Olives" '
Salted Almonds
Radishes '
Broiled Salmon Maitre D'Hotel
Chicken Pattle
Roast Lamb
jtuu.w
Wax Beans
Tomato Princess
Vanilla Ice Cream
Cakes
Cheese
Cafe Demi Tasse
Breakfast for Felix Martinez
Thursday morning at the Casta
neda hotel a breakfast will be held
in honor of Felix Martinez who win
deliver the commencement address.
This breakfast will be attended largemen of the city,
ly iby the business
while Governor William u. Mcuonam
Is
also will be present The affair
In
one
of
and
expected to be large
,

present
Following the program general so
cial entertainment was in order and
everybody had a good time. Refreshments were served.
Present at the party were Rev. and
Mrs. J. S. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Kearney, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Veeder,
Mr. and Mrs. D. T HoBkins, Mr. and
Mrs. William While, Mrs. Ft O. riood,
Mrs. J. II. Noyes, Mrs. E. B. Shaw.
,
Mrs. Erie Choate, Mis. H. S.Van
Mrs. E. L. Abbett, Mrs. David
Hazels, Mrs. F. L. Reiman, Miss Chel-lVan Petten, Miss Frances Myers,
Miss DeSaix
Ev;ms, Miss Caroline
Greenberger, Miss Regina Stsra. Miss
Louise Daum, Miss Loral ne Lowry,
Miss Vollmer Miss Hary Hays, Miss
MLrle Mann, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss
Hazel Gerard, Miss Ruth Parkin, Miss
BirMe Cooley, Mr. Harry
Kaskell,
Mr. Prentice White. Mr. Hen'-Shaw.
Mr. Chris Clay, Mc. Herbert Gehrlng,
Mr Frank Ettingtr, .Mr. Cecil Paice,
Mr. L. Tt Tay! it, Mr. Lee Ctrnrd, Mr.
Donald Hart and Mr. L. T. Swallow.
s

Memorial Services
On Sunday, May 31

Sunday afternoon. May 31, at opera
house the memorial services of the
Sherman Post Net, 1, Grand Army of
the Republic, will be held. The services will begin at 3 o'clock. Dr. Alon-z- o
Bright of Albuquerque has been
secured, to deliver the sermon of the
afternoon while Judge David J. Leahy
of this city will address the meeting
on "Loyalty to Our Government"
A special musical program has been
prepared for this service and the
members of Sherman post are anxious
that the opera house be filled.
Memorial day, a week from today,
will be observed as usual by the
Grand Army of the Republic. The
old soldiers will visit the cemefcery
and there decorate the graves of their
comrades who offered their lives on
the altar of personal liberty and na
tional unity.
Although no announcement has
been made, it is probable that Com
pany H of the New Mexico militia will
escort the old soldiers to the cemetery on Memorial day, as orders for
full parade on that day have been
Issued by Adjutant
General H. T.
Herring.
'

Dinner Party .at
Harvey's Ranch
Monday evening at the Harvey
ranch a delightful dinner party oc
curred when Mrs. Frank R. Smith
of Kansas City entertained in honpr
of Miss Bertha Walden of Englewood,
Ka3. Several of the guests made the
rip from Efl Porvenlr on horses and
this feature" alone added to the fun.
The dining room of the Harvey ranch
was decorated with apple blossoms
and violets, while the meal served
was delightful.
Those present were Miss Bertha
Walden of Englewood, Kans., Miss
Lucy Walden of Cincinnati, O., Miss
Irene Earl ot El Porvenir, Mr. and
Mrs. N. W. Earl of El Porvenir, Mr.
and Irs. H. A. Harvey, Mr. A. Li
White of Detroit Mich., Mr. W. F.
Parkin of Pittsburgh Pa., Mr. R. H.
Duncan of Detroit Mich., Mr. N. J.
Hynes of Chicago, Mr.' J. R. Sibley
of Rochester, N. Y., Mr. Frank R.
Smith of Kansas City and Mr. Jeff

Of Mrs. Ciappefl, of Fire Years'
Standing, Relieved by CardnL

4
Graduates Go on
a Jolly Picnic
This morning the senior class of
the High school, accompanied by Mrs.
Adolphine Kohn and 'Miss Katherine
Davis, left for El Porvenir where they
spent the day. This picnic is usually
given by the senior class to those
assisting In the class play, but as
Mr. Clifford Stewart was the- only
member taken from other classes, the
affair was a "Home Folks" jaunt for
the graduates.
The party included Mrs. Adolphine
Kohn, Miss Katherine Davis, Miss
Chella Van Petten, Miss DeSaix Ev
ans, Miss Alice Tipton, Miss Clara
Tipton, Miss Nellie Wells, Miss Pearl
Ellis, Mr. Edward Meloney Mr. Rob
ert Hart, Mr. Frank McCullough, Mr.
Clifford Stewart
Mrs. Rohrer Hostess
In Honor of Visitor

Yestarday

afternoon at her home

Mrs. S. B. Rohrer entertained Inform
ally a Jew friends in honor of Mrs.
W. M. Crockett of Lafayette, Ind.,
who Is visiting her father, Mr. Mohr-er- ,

here for some time. Two tables
of bridge consisted the attendance
imial
"Horn and the affair was closed with refresh

Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Term., for
book,
Inrtmctif on your easa and
Traatmaot for Woman," in piain wrappar. H.Q,

1

Dancing Club
Discovers Ready Money

given by Mrs. Adolphine Koha an
Miss Katherine Davis. The party folSeveral 'months ago a body of lowed tba baccalaureate services at
young people dancing at the Commer- the opera house.
cial club formed a dancing society to
Those present were Miss' Chella
be known as the Tres Moutarde Dan-sen- t Van Petten, Miss Nelle Wells, Miss'

Since the 'organization was
formed no dances have been given, for
one reason or another.
It was discovered a short time ago
that the treasurer ot this "Frenchy
titled" club has a goodly sum on hand
which, can be devoted to the cause ot
joviality. Consequently it was decld
ed that a dance should be given some
time next week.
Monday night was first decided up
on as the occasion for the hop, but
ag conflicting afrairs would) detain a
large part of the crowd It has been
decided to postpone the dance until
later in the week. Announcement
will be made through The Optic as
to the date of the affair.

,4

Christian Conference
Will Begin Tuesday
Be;4nnlng Tuesday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock the New
Mexico West
Texas convention of the Churches of
Christ will be held in tkis city. The
sessions will be conducted at the
Christian tabernacle and will furnish
an Interesting period of devotional
work and study.
A large number of Christian preachers from New Mexico and western
Texas will arrive in this city the
early part of next week to attend the
conference. Many other officials and
laymen wiir be in the city to take
part in the program,
Sessions will be held during the
morning, afternoon and evening up
to Friday evening of next week. It
Is expected that this convention will
attract many Las Vegas people to
the tabernacla

84

ments.

'

J

DeSaix Evans, Mi&s Clara Tipton.
Miss Alice Tipton, Miss Alma Paul-sen- .
Miss Pearl Ellis, Mr. Edward
Meloney, Mr. Robert Hart, Mr. Frank
McCullough and Mr. Clifford Stewart
Bridge Party at
Cunningham Home
Thursday afternoon at their home,
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
and her
daughters, Misses Louise and Helen
Cunningham, entertained a large num
ber of friends at euchre. The afternoon was passed pleasantly, and at
the close the first favor was awarded
to Mrs. E.
N. Kearney,' while the
second went to Mrs. L. V. Crocker
Eight tables of six hands made up the
guest liBt. The afternoon closed with.
refreshments.
Sorosis Ends
Its Year's Work
Sorosis met Monday with Mrs. O.
C. Zingg.
Under the leadership of
Mrs. Norman Skinner the club studied "The Song of Solomon," said
to be the most puzzling book in the
Bible.

Traditional and modern views of
the book were discussed by the clubw
This meeting ende the work for
the year. The club will be entertained at a luncheon next Monday
by the president, Mrs. John H.. York.

and Mrs.
Mrs. I. L, BacharaCh
Chrales Greenclay will be at home at
1003 Fifth fetreet I Sunday evening.
May 31, in honor of the confirmation,
and Herman
of Leon a Greenclay
Bacharach.

4 4
Clubs Found no
Time to Meet
Due, probably,

Sick Headache

Mrs. A, L. Luckie, East Rochester.
to the many other N. Y., was a victim of sick headache
a
caused
and

events ot this week, the Friday Bridge
club and the Round Dozen club did
not meet In addition to the other
affairs of the past six days commencement of the High school has
made the week a busy one, and the
regular club meetings were crowded
out.

Socially this week has been excellent, numerous enjoyable parties being given and from rumors next week
will even eclipse this one for parties.
In addition to this promised activity.
the commencement exercises of the
Normal' University will be Interest

badly
despondency,
by
weakened and debilitated condition of
her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
found them pleasant to take, also mild
and effective. In a few weeks time
I was restored to my former good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Men Pay

Ilcnngo

to Mother's Frhnd

ing.

Bright Idea Club
Has a Meeting
The Bright Idea Bridge club did
not meet this week until this afternoon when It was delightfully ente
tained by Mrs, E. D. Raynolds.
to the regular membership
of the cluib an extra table was play
ed. Refreshments closed the after
noon. Those present, were Mrs. L.
V. Crocker, Mrs. W. M. Crockett, Mrs,
C. P. Trumbull, Mrs. & B. Rohrer,
Miss Mildred
Mrs. E. N. Kearney,
Browne, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Airs.
C. S. Losey, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs. E. J.
Mrs. Charles Spiess and Mrs.
W. E. Gortner.
V V V
Seniors Guests at
An Informal Party
Last Sunday evening at the Potter.
establishment the members of the
graduating class of the High school
were gulestsj jat an informal party
e,

"I am not surprised to observe tha
number of men who come Into the stor
to purchase 'Mother's Friend-- " remarked
a leading druggist.
The expectant mother If she hasn't
heard of this splendid embrocation la
probably not reading the papers to much
extent. And U she does it is a happy;
tnought to send hubby to the drug store.
"Mother's Friend" is applied externallx
over me aDaominai muscles.
It Is a gentle, soothing lubricant, penetrates to the fine - network of nerves
beneath the skin and has a marked
tendency to relieve the muscular strain
to which these broad, fiat abdominal
muscles are subjected. The cords, tendons and ligaments are thus permitted to
stretch without the corresponding surfaca
strain so often Involved during the period
of expectation. And particularly to young
mothers is this remedial application of
Inestimable value since In thus keeping
the muscles firm but pliant it enables
them to go through the ordeal without
laceration of the epidermis often the casa
wnen this gentle attention is neglected.
"Mother's Friend" is highly recommended by a host of women. Write)
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 408 Lamar Bldg,
Atlanta, Ga., and we will send you a valuable Uttle book ta expectant mothers.
-

ill

Ground.

SEVERE PUNISHMENT

Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "i sufiered fof
five years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Cardul, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
I was almost cured. , It did me mors
good than all the other medicines I had
fried, put together.
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and I told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it"
terest
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
Commencement
such as headache, backache, sideache.
Thursday night the final curtain sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
' season of
on
the
gladness
fall
will
feeling?
a 'Normal' following the com
If so, let us urge you to give Cardul a
mencement exercises proper which trial. We feel confident it will help you,
it has a million other women in
in ho "held In the Normal hall. The just as half
v
the past
century.
in
will
be
exercises on this evening
y.
You
Resin taking Cardul
aredeive won't regret it All druggists.
Those Iwhof-wflllteresting.
diplomas this year number 4a, a
Mtdlcln
WHu tt: Chatt&noof
Co, Lmdietf

though all will not get them until
the second commencement which will

Guild

Hat Birthday Party
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Morrissette
a
birthday party was given for the
benefit ot the Ladies' Guild of St
Paul's Memorial church.
An excellent program was rendered
consisting of music and readings.
Those who appeared in this were Mrs.
F. L. Reiman, Mrs, E. E. Veeder, Mrs.
Erie Choate, Mrs. David Hazels and
Mrs. Ai, F. Morrissette. All numbers
were delightful and enjoyed by those

a

Toastmaster President Frank H. H.
Roberts.
Fraternal Brotherhood
Toast "Welcome to the Class oi To Have a Jolly Time
or
1914," Freda Frank Appel, class
Monday evening at the O. R. C. hall
1913.
a big meeting of the local lodge of the
Toast "Response to Welcome", Frank Fraternal Brotherhood will be held
E. Landau, Class of 1914.
for the purpose of initiating 30 new
Toast "The Normal's Natal Day, members Into the order. Following
The Honorable Felix Martinez.
the business session a lunch will be
Toast 1 The (Normal's Nerve;" The served, followed by dancing. The
Honorable Alvan N. wnue.
evening is expected! to be Interesting
Toast "The Normal's' Need," The and jolly throughout
Honorable William C. McDonald.
'

St Paul's

THT.r

Pet-ten-

Charles Ancliffe

The
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Luncheon has been prepared in a kitchen cooled by an Electric
Fan. The fan is portable and is now cooling the dining-roomeal in summer and in peifiet
Here you are eating a
conrfort. The thought that outside, on the street, the air is suffocating, does not occur to you or the family.
Yon only know that you are quite cool, and thateverytbingtastes fine.
mid-da-

y

,

The

G-- E

Electric Fan

serves comfort with every course. Its activities do not cease until yeu turn off the
switch. Comfort becomes a mere matter
of a finger touch.
It is economy in summer to do that which
trill bring any relief from intense suffering
induced by extreme heat. A sent an hour k
a trifling "tip" to give this mealtime servant
LAS VEGAS LIGHT& POWER CO.

rou
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temporized when be had an opportunity to decide the issue early In his administration. There can be nothing
fairer than this proposition: No right,
meaning man has anything to fear
and
from ,laws against wrong-doinhas much to fear.
every wrong-doe-r
The conclusion to be drawn from any
expression of fear under such cir
cumstances Is Inescapable.

Editor.

M. M. PADGETT

WRITE A BOOK
Entered at the postofflce at East
MSir-'' Vvl,
trana-alsalUl Vegas, New Mexico for State
through the United
HE SAYS HE IS TOO BUSY TO GET
nails a second claei matter.
INTO THE POLITICAL GAME
JUST NOW
oa

rer
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.05 possible
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EXSnil'l'IOJi UNFAIR

Roosevelt today. .
The colonel made this statement
in response to a question about tne
organization work of the progressive
party and his opinion regarding proposals for. its amalgamation with the
republican party. He declined to express any views on these subjects.
Just at present Colonel Roosevelt
said he was busy with the preparation of a new book that would take
up his spare time until after his return from Spain, which will be on
4.

July

Another political conference was
AV
to be held today with.
Indiana
progressive
bert J. Beverldge,
leader; Theodore Douglas Robinson,
New York progressive state chairman, and Regis Post, former governor of Porto Rico.
James R Garfield of Cleveland1, O.,
one of the closest political advisers
of Colonel Roosevelt, brought word
today there was no thought among
fading progressives of amalgamating
with the republicans. Mr. Garfield,
who was secretary of the interior
during the Roosevelt administration
and a member of the "tennis cabinet"
came all the way from Ohio, arriving
today, to talk politics In hU state
with the colonel. With him was Arthur L. tGarford of Ely, R. I., one of
the Ohio progressive leaders.
While Mr. Garfield did not assume
to know of conditions throughout the
country, he expressed himself as of
the opinion that any talk of merging
the new party with the republicans
was baseless and opposed to the Ideas
of Colonel Roosevelt and his asso
ii ,
ciates, i
Former Senator Beveridge of Inat Sagamore
diana, who was expected
'
Hill today, sent word that he would
be unable to reach here, being de
tained in Indianapolis. Mr, Robinson
and Mr. Post arrived in time for
luncheon with Colonel "Roosevelt

t
'The
bills of the Wilson
administration are jeopardized by the
"ultimatum" which has been
; served on the leaders that labor unions
and. farmers' associations must be
and unequivocally exempted
from the operation of any laws aimed
.at illegal combinations in restraint of
trade, says the Kansas City Journal,
It la declared that there Is little pro
TAX NOTICE
bability of the bills passing in any
On
the
first
form which will grant immunity to
day of May, the second
one or more classes of violators of the half of the 1913 taxes will become
iplain, letter and spirit of a law which due. AH taxes not paid before June
must apply equally to all in order to 1 will be subject to a penalty.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
liave a semblance of justice.
County TreaFurer.
The average man will immediately
reach the conclusion that anybody who
ST. PAUL'S NOTES
asks to be exempted from the proviChoir rehearsal In church tonight
sions of a law prohibiting illegal combinations has, to say the least, grave at 7:15 o'clock. A full and prompt atrioubts as to the entle legality of tendance fs urged.
on
.The Ladies Guild will meet
"fhe acts which he expects to commit
Mrs.
with
o'clock
2:30
at
RtHlift
tTio
'ft will
nvfiraiTA nprann nf In. Tuesday
Loughlin, 716 National avenue.
vteligience that It Is not the
The Altar guild will meet at 4
citizen who asks exemption from
on Thursday. The place of
clock
to
& law which is designed only
protect
the Interests of the public. There has meeting will be announced In church
lieen a great deal of
agita- tomorrow.
and
it
the
few
tion during
years
past
EDITOR A CANDIDATE
been any:
13 doubtful if there has
to the
nnnnfittinn
Fremont, Neb., May 23. Editor Ross
ni rru trrtnlfArnnfl
trusts, or any more clamorous demand L. Sammons, of the Fremont Tribune,
for their suppression, than those em- today entered the race for the of
nomination for governor
anating from these same protestors.
c
Nebraska. He also formally resigned
The agriculturalists have been
in' their Insistence upon the as collector of internal revenue for
curbing of monopoly, but it is only fair Nebraska.
to say that little opposition to the
d
legislation has
pending anti-trufrom the rural districts and
there has been no "ultimatum" that
the farmers must be given specific
immunity to do whatever they please,
.The farmers are Included In the ultimatum merely to give it a semblance Reception at
Home
.of broadness and Increase its strength, Rosenwald
Mrs. Oectlio Rosenwald
And
'Mr.
reelection
effective
The demand for
from 8 to 11 o'clock
bome
will
at
not
be
'of monopoly is" universal. It has
May 21, at their
on
evening,
it
Sunday
but
Itself
wisely,
always expressed
1054 Seventh street, In honor
to
desire
home,
reasonable
a
in
founded
is
their son, Theo
Drevent exploitation of the people of the confirmation' of
onnressive coalitions. It Is dore Rosenwald.
difficult to conceive how any reason
able man can ask to be exempted from Gentler Sex"
. i r
the operation of a law which prohibits l oasi o mo
toast to" the
a
verse,"
at
and
The
following
of
combinations,
the formation,
by
the same time demand that such leg - gentler sex, may be remembered
',.
oth'.
Las
,
Vegans:
&
directed
every
against
islation
er roan guilty of identically the same "Here's to the woman of days gone
by
offense. That Is class legislation of
the most Intolerable character, more (May we meet her kind above)
man would
tin fair than any of the offenses The woman for whom a
anti-trus- t
idle.
are
laws
the
which
sagainst
Taft had the mo The woman who ruled by love;
:aimed.
ral courage to oppose It, and for his Who didn't harangue and who didn't
parade,
reward be gained the enmity of those
adversely affected. It has In whose home it was sweet to dwell
"Wen staled that President Wilson 13 Who believed in raising children
,,r,nnc0A i fho principle, though he And not in raising
anti-trus-
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CONSTITUTIONAL CLASS

SATURDAY,

RECEIVES ITS

IMPOSSIBLE

DIPLOMAS

SPEAKS
CLARK
PLAINLY
REGARDING THE
i
MEXICAN SITUATION
:

Ex Senator W. A, Clark, one of the
wealthiest mining men in the United
States and well known in business
and financial circles, (passed through
Las Vegas yesterday in a private business car on his way from New York
to Clarkdale, Ariz., and other points
in that state, where he has large mining interests. The trip is one of Inspection,
Senator Clark reports the condition
of the country In a business way still
quiet, but necessarily due to improve
within a short time. He bases the
greater part of the cause for this condition directly "upon the politics of the
country, though he stated that the
high interest rate on money 'was the
direct cause of the depressed conditions of the railroads in the east. He
stated that up to the present time
nearly 100,000 men have been taken
out of service on the New York Cen
tral and Pennsylvania railroad lines.
Senator Clark doe not favor intervention In Mexico, but maintains that
constitutional government in Mexico
is out of reason, due to the large majority of the populace there being uneducated and therefore unable to govern themselves. He gave no opinion
as to how he expected settlement of
conditions there.
Clarkdale, a town rapidly growing
and practically owned by Senator
Clark, attracts the greater share of
his Interest. He visits the town each
trip west and Is working toward making It as near metropolitan as possible Education of the Mexican people
residing in this town is one of his efforts, and as the number is large, Mr.
Clark evidently is doing a big work.
According to those who have visited
the place, his efforts are bearing
',
much fruit.

JUDGE DAVID J. LEAHY GIVES ANADCOMMENCEMENT
NUAL
DRESS TO HIGH SCHOOL

Twelve young men and women received diplomas at the annual commencement of the Las Vegas High
school, held last night in the Duncan
opera house. The pretty ceremony
was witnessed by a crowd which filled the large auditorium, the relatives,
friends and well wishers for the graduates being present in large numbers.
Judge David J. Leahy made the ad
dress to the graduates. He chose
as his subject "The Public School
and the Citizen" and showed the Important part" which the educational
system of this country Is playing in
instructing the youth for citizenship.
Judge Leahy said Uie public school's
influence in the direction of character formation is Immense. He declared the man or woman of good
character always is a success. In
Judge Leahy's opinion, the person
who attains peace and contentment
in his heart is successful.
Knowing
that he is living a life of which he
need not be ashamed, he Is able to.
receive good fortune or reverses or
sorrow and still be; happy. Judge
Leahy declared it is better to be a
success in some of the more humble
walks of life, than to be a failure in
a more exalted position.
The speaker asserted that the public schools, by teaching their pupils
the discipline of learning, the power
of concentration, a proper respect for
the rights of others both personal
and property rights, patriotism and a
knowledge of the real functions of
government, are creating a class of
citizenship that assures the future
success of the United States, whose
destin rests with the sovereign people.

With some kindly words of advice
to the graduates, bespeaking for them

and happiness. Judge keahy
Swollen Hands and Feet closed his address.
The diplomas were presented by
William G. Haydon, president of the
board of education, to the following
Edwrad Meloney,
Mr.
.graduates:
Miss Alice Tipton, Miss Ruth Anderson. Miss Pearl Ellis. Miss Alma
Paulsen, Miss Alice Connell, ;,Miss
Clara Tipton Mls Nellie Wells, Mr.
PREPARES TO CELEBRATE
Robert Hart, Mr. Frank McCullough;
Great Falls, Mont, May 23. It will Miss DeSalx Evans and Miss Chella
be 50 years tomorrow since congress Van Petten.
passed an act creating the territory
Music was furnished during the
is program by the Las Vegas Symphony
of Montana, The
to be made the occasion for a state- orchestra and the High School Girls
wide celebration which will be held Glee club. Both organizations, under
here in August At the same time the direction of Mrs. Adolphine Kohn,
the silver jubilee of Montana as a made delightfud music. The Invoca
state will be celebrated. The plans tion was pronounced by Rev.; J. L.
for the celebration are already well Imhof of the First Christian church.
advanced. It Is expected that Presi
dent Wilson or a member of his cab
A Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and
inet will attend.
James J. Hill and
Risky
others who have had prominent part Letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
in the development of Montana will In the spring Is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw inflambe among the speakers.
ed surfaces in the throat and bronchial tubes makes sore, weak spots
sound
and whole stops stubborn,
KILBANE IS READY
Refuse substitutes. O.
coughs.
tearing
23.
Kilbane
Denver, May
Johnny
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
featherweight champion, arrived in
Adv.
Denver today for his
bout
with Benny Chavez May 29.
Subscribe for The Opne.
Dull Feeling

Due to Kidney Trouble
Your kidneys need help when youi
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
you feel dull and sluggish. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They are tonic,
and strengthening and restore
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
stim-ulatln-
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PLACE YOUR NEW
PERFECTION ST0E ANYWHERE
If the first location is unsatisfactory
Two people can always carry a

change

it

No pipes to disconnect nodirt, rfo muss. Con- venient, safe and economical
Better cooking at less cost Burns kerosene a
cheap, clean fuel. No waste all the heat concentxated at the burners. Broils, roasts, bakes
and toasts.
.

nd 4 burner aize.
AH hardware anj general atorek.
.

, ;
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THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
flnmuoonted in Cnlaruio)

Butt
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CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
The pastor will speak tomorrow
morning at 11 o'clock on "An Impassioned Christian." There will be no
Sunday evening church service. The
congregation is requested to attend
the baccalaureate service at the Normal.
"The Flower of a Meek Spirit" will
be the theme of the Christian Endeavor society, which will meet at
'

.

7 P. m.

The church expects a large number
of delegate to the state convention
next Tuesday. The Albuquerque delegation expect to come on train No.
io. Doubtless the majority of those
coming from the south will come at
that time. Much work has been done
by the entertainment committee. A
good opportunity is offered to the
members of the church to show a
genuine epirij: qf hospitality,
f

j
'

GRADUATION
PRESENTS
NEED NOT BE COSTLY

TO BE GOOD,

JOSE MARIA DURAN
COMMITS

RESIDENT OF SAN JOSE
TO
LIEVED
MENTALLY

, , ,

SUICIDE
IS

BEEN
HAVE
DERANGED

This year we hare more presents suitable lor

BE.

the boys than ever before,

-

And for the girls you can always find some"

With a bullet wound in his forehead
thing to please them
and a .22 caliber rifle beside him,
Jose Maria Duran was found lying
dead upon a bed in his home in San
Jose yesterday morning, according to
news that reached here today. It is
generally believed that Mr. Duran
committed suicide, and ouch was" the
verdict of the coroner's jury,1 which
was summoned Immediately after the
body was found. All the witnesses
before the coroner's jury were sumHare you seen the new Leather Novelties.7
moned to appear before the San Mi
for
the
guel county grand jury today,
purpose of careful investigation.
Mr. Duran was 35 years of age. He
is isurvlved by a wife and five chil
dren. Relatives say be had been acting queerly for several days and they
believe his mind was affected. Powder burns surrounded the wound and
a bruise where the barrel of the rifle
is believed to have etruck the man
when the weapon) was discharged
were foundl.. Nobody witnessed the
killing or heard the shot It is be $8.208.35; heavy $8.308.35; pack- $6. 508.25; cows $4. 507. 75; heiflieved Mr. Duran had been dead only ers and butchers $8. 258. 35; lights ers $89; stockers and feeders $6.50
10.50.
a short time when his body was found $8.158.30; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
at 10 o'clock.
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market steaPrime fed streets $8.509; dressed dy. Lambs $79; yearlings $5.75
steers $7. 50 8. 50; western 6.75; wethera $5.506.50; ewes $4.25
beef
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
steers $7.258.60;
southern steers
5.75.
Chicago, May 23. Wheat developed some strength today on account
of failure of predicted rain In the
'
soft winter crop states. There was a
feeling, too, that 2 cent break from
the high point of Wednesday was
enough for the present and made a
further gain before beginning to re
act The close was unsettled at
to
cent net advance.
Further rains in Argentina causing
damage and delay to shippers gave
the corn market a lift May delivery
went straight up to the long booked
for goal. 70 cents a touBhel. After
to
cent higher, prices
starting
contnued to rise. The close was
cent off to 014 cent up
nervous
compared with last night
Dry weather still worried the oats
crowd, and commission buying was a
good deal more active than usual.
II
II II
Provisions tended to east off with
about
the
hoKS.
furnished
Shorts
a
only demand. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wrheat, May
July 87.
Corn, May 70; July 68.
r'
Oats, May 41; July 392.
Pork, July $20.01; Sept $19.90;;
Lard, July $T0.5; Sept $10,207
Ribs, July $11.25; Sept $11.35.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 23. The market
closed strong. The better tone of today's dull stock market was ascribed
In large measure to a more hopeful
feeling regarding the iMexlcan outj
look and the prospects of better general trade, as outlined by the mercantile agencies and other students of
the situation.
There were again some offsetting
conditions, namely, alarming advices
from abroad, particularly Paris, where
the. solvency of certain. ,K.importapt
banking interests la being ,openJy
market faquestioned. The
vorites made gains of a point or better, with a similar movement in some
of the specialties. More gold was
shipped to Paris, and the movement
of currency to the Pacific coast continued. Bonds were steady. The last
sales were:
73
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Refg. ......... 64
S5
Atchison J.
,
............166
Reading .
Southern Pacific
,. 93
Union Pacific
.......157
63
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.. ...... .110

gLEEPY and ready for bed. The girl
who has ben wearing Warner's
RustsProof Corsets all day almost feels
a pang of regret that she is to take
them off.

m

Their comfortable, pleasing support does much to
keep the wearer fresh and cheerful. There is no
binding pinching or riding up. They mold and
1U with glove-liksmoothness, and the sturdy Se--:
curity rubber button hose supporters keep them
snugly in place without the least necessity of lacing
tight. In fact, they are particularly adapted to the
present style that fashion demands the fullness
of the natural figure.

.

e'

If corset comfort sounds attractive to you, why not try one
of our Warner styles?

$1 to
THE

$5 Per Pair

3Toiueor
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Soil IaW
KANSAS CITY LIVE
City, May 23.

Kansas
ceipts

1,000.

Market

STOCK
reHogs,
weak.
Bulk

E. Las Vegas,

N.Mf
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PERSONALS
J. B. Cook of Ribera was a business
visitor here today.
A. A. Meyers of Denver was a busi
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. B. Shellaberger of Chicago was
a business visitor la the city today.
W. W. Phillips of Denver was
business visitor in Las Vegas today,
Rev. Father J. P, Moog of San
came In last night for a Bhort
stay.
of Albuquerque
C. W. Chidester
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
v
today.
in
M, M. Kraneta of El Paso
last nieht for a few days' business
visit.
Ted Holt of El Paso came in this
afternoon for a fe wdays" visit with
relatives.
M. W, Browne returned this after
noon from a short business visit in
,

ae

Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of
Shoemaker came In yesterday even
ing for a short stay.
W. W. Zollman, representative for a
New Jersey shoe firm, was a business
visitor in the city today.
H. L Glass ef Albuquerque came
in this afternoon from Raton for a
short business visit In this city.
Mrs. W7, W. Lynam and Miss EX
both of Watroue, came in last
night for a short visit in this city.
J. H. Noyes returned this afternoon
from Louisiana, where he has been
for the past few months visiting rela
tives.
Harrv Hoskins. representative for
the C. S. Morey Mercantile company
of Denver, was a business visitor here
today.
Mrs. B. M. Miles of Ottumwa, la.,
arrived in the city this afternoon and
will remain here for some time as a
.
visitor.
Mrs. Henry G. Coors, Jr., left this
afternoon for her homeln Albuquerque, after a several days' visit with
relatives.
Superintendent F. L. Myers , returned this afternoon from Raton, where
he'has been on business for the past
few days.
Miss Iva Markham left this afternoon for Las Animas, Colo., where
she will visit for some time. Miss
Markham is a teacher in the local
high school.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos P. Dunn of
Taos will arrive in Las Vegas this
evening for a visit with Mrs. Dunn's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. (3. Schaefer.
Mrs. Dunn will remain here during
the summer while Mr. Dunn will visit
here only a short time.
L

N0RMAN1GUNNINGHMI
DROWNED

--

IN ARROYO

went to the arroya After a search
by diving the ibody was brought to
the surface. Dr. Tipton used all
known methods for resuscitation, but
it was too late.
The lad went to the river with Earl
Gibbs, Lawrence Linn, Emmet Koebel
and Miles Standish. His parents did
not know he had gone swimming.
W hen the boys first arrived at the
swimming hole Norman began paddling around in the pool with water
wings. Then, evidently thinking that
he knew how to swim, he ventured
out In deeper water without the
wings, which are Inflated bladders
carried tinder the arms.
t One of his companions saw that
Norman was sinking, and after the
boy came up the third time he was
caught by the hand by Lawrence Linn,
but as the tetter's hold slipped the un
fortunate boy went down for the last
tinrn
Dr. Tipton accompanied by Clar
ence Bite, George Hite and Jay Palmer, made a flying trip to the river
and after several dives Jay Palmer
managed to get the boy to the surface with the assistance of the Hite
boys.

The Cunningham family has resid

ed here for the past two years. Their
Mr.
home is at 823 Eighth street
Cunningham is "employed by the San-

ta Fe Railway company as night clerk
at the freight office, and Is well known
in this city.
The parents are grief stricken. No

arrangements have been made for
burial but the ibody undoubtedly will
be taken to St Louis, where the lad
was born. .
Old residents' of the city say that
a number of boys have been drowned
in this Aole during the last 12 years
,

i

or more. It is about a quarter of a
block south of the bridge which spans
the Pecos at the east end of Main
street and is overhung by a high
bank. It Is said that there Is quick
sand near the place.
Due to unusually heavy traffic, train
No. 10 was run in two sections today.
Both sections arrived in Las Vegas on
time.

Three cars of governments horses
Montana passed through Lac
Vegas this afternoon, enroute to Fort
Huachuca, Ariz., where they will be
lueed in army service.
from

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

t

National League
W. L.

Pittsburgh.
SS'ew
York
Cncjinnatl
St Louis
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Chicago .
Boston

YOUTH, 'VENTURING BEYOND HIS
DEPTH, IS VICTIM OF THE
TREACHEROUS PECOS
SDetfadfl

.

19
15

8

.18
16

13
17
13
14
18
18

9

....12.

... ...;.ll

13

.....6

...

American League
W.
21

j.

L.
11

12
17
Washington
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon, Nor- Philadelphia .
11
15
man Cunningham, aged 12, the only St.v Louis ..
15
15
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cunning New Y6rk
14
. .13
13
14
ham, was drowned in the Arroyo Pe Boston. ...
cos, east of this city. Norman was Chicago . ....... .....14 19
21
9
learning to swim, but ventured out in Cleveland
deep water and before his companions could save him, he had disapFederal League
Li
peared under the water.
The boy's companions at once ran Baltimore;
7
17
to this city and secured Doctor W. Buffalo . . . . .
13
12
R. Tipton and several young men, who St. Louis
15
14

.....15

Chicago

Specials for Monday
and Tuesday
ALSO SATURDAY NIGHT
Sad
$1.25 sets of Mrs. Potts

...J

Irons
40c
55c.
65c
25c

Sad; Irons, 5 lb. size
Sad Irons, 71b. size
Sad Irons 8 lb. size. . ...

.

.....

15

Indianapolis . .......12
11
Brooklyn .
14
Kansas City
Pittsburgh ....'........10

13
12
17
18

Western League
(

.95
.25
.35
.45
.15
.20
.25

Denver,

i'h . .11?.

St Joseph
Sioux City
Des Moines

. . .

L.
10"
11

.21
18

...........19

13
15

15
.13

Pet
.704
.625
.581
.485
.480
.440
.419
.250

Pet
j656
.586
.577
.500
.481
.481
.424
.300

Pet
.708
.520
.517
.500
.480
.478
.453
.357
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PEOPLES BANK
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DONE IN THE

U

Yesterday afternoop at the Castle
school an exhibit was conducted in
connection with the graduating exer
cises of the. Eighth grade, demonstrating the new departments, manual
training and sewing, established at
the opening of school last Septemoer,
have been successful.
The exhibit of sewing was placed
in the hall way of the High school
department and to the scrutinizing
housewives, many of whom were
present, the work looked good they
said so. All kinds of fancywork was
displayed, while the regular products
of the plain sewing class were represented.
This department was conducted under the instruction of Miss " Mabel
Hull, assisted by several other teachers. With consideration or the decidedly limited equipment visitors at
the High school yesterday stated, that
the work was excepttonal. The. work
was entirely by hand, as the purchase
of sewing machines could not be con
sidered, due to lack of funds when the
department was first stalled.
(,The exhibit of the work done in
the manual training department was
qually exceptional for tne first at
tempt in that line. Professor Byron
J. Reed stated yesterday afternoon In
regard to the work that had been
done in this department, which is
under his supervision:
"Although I have conducted work
in manual training departments of
schools for the past several years,
frankly say that the work done by
the studentBi of the High school and
of the grades in the manual training
department this year exceeds in qual
ity the best attainments I have seen
in my former experience
Professor Reed lias proved himself
well versed in the art of carpentry
and the result of his training to the
students of this part of the High
school work has me' with favorable
comment
When the manual training depart
ment opened last September the work
done was. the most simple and the
progress made may be noted by the
fact that polished tables, stands of
all kinds, stools, hat racks, book cases,
plate racks and a cedar chest were
displayed at the High school yesterday afternoon, all made by the stu
dents. The work was of the best,
and although, experts in the art of
manual training examined the finished products
yesterday by request,
they frankly stated that they were
perfect Work in this department
was confined to the following grades
as many times a week as noted: High
school, every day 45 minutes; Seventh and Eighth grades, twice a week
with a
period; Sixth grade,
once a week with a
period.
Although no official announcement
has been made it is probable that
there will be an addition to the sew
ing department next year as. its equipment la not complete, while the manual training equipment Is sufficient
for the demand.
Suepintendent Rufua Mead expressed himself as pleased with the success, of these departments which have
Just completed successfully their first
year. Mn, Meade Is pleased with the
work done toy the entire school system of East Las Vegas during the
,,
year.
,

TRUST CO.

Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its efforts to the
upbllding of

TONIGHT

EXHIBITS OF MANUAL TRAINING
AND SEWING CLASSES SUR- PRISE TO THE PUBLIC

(&

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

:

SCHOOLS

a safe and conservative banking Institution.
'

I

i

Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that Its effort! are
appreciated toj the banking
public Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is asiple space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines. Ask the
man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

(Continued from Page One)
servant, returned here from the capital today. He was believed to have
been arrested by the Mexicans, but
he stated on his return that he had
proceeded to the capital after h had
delivered Consul Cauada's letter, in
Order to bring his wife to Vera Cms.
He says he was closely watched by
detectives during hlg stay in thei capital, but was not otherwise molested.
A military commission for the trial
of such offenders as may be brought
before it was called into sessloti to
day. This commission is said to be
the second In the history of the American army, the first having been in
stituted by General Winfield Scott
in Vera Cruz soon after he landed
during the invasion of Mexico in 1847.
It is expected several days will be
consumed in arranging preliminaries

Make This Bank Your Bank.
We

Pas 2

on Checking Accounts

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
;

We Pay 4

on Time and Savings Accounts

before the offender is placed on trial.

GOAL ATJ D WOO

Foreigners Are Safe
El Paso, Texas, May

23.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Admiral

Mayo, U. S. N., and Admiral Craddock
of the English navy called recently on

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm VJ, G ON D ON

General Pable Gonzales, insurgent
commander at Tamplco, said a mes
sage received toy constitutionalist
agents here Gonzales said that he
gave the two admirals assurances
that the interests of all foreigners
would be respected.
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RESULTS

YESTERDAY'S

National League
At Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh .
AnAt

Jo
Chicago--'- '
!iJ.i.Lli-ilLL.J---i-

Boston

Chicago"
'

R. H. E.
10

....R.0

-

Cincinnati -

1

Louis

New York

St

V

'

At Cincinnati

St

R. H. E.
2 5 3
8 15 1

0
1

'
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Brooklyn--

At

v

4

H. E.
T

O

6 11

0

R.H.B.
5 13

....

Louia

1

'8

1
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American League
At Philadelphia
U. H. E.
11 8
Detroit Li9 9' 2
Philadelphia
.

At New York
Cleveland New York
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COMPETE IN

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP EVENTS

G TAT ORS
OVER: 6 0,0Wonderful
0 0 S P E Performance

DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAMME
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.00

H7 T7T

Viewed This
Hippodrome
Positively Highest 'Priced Feature Ever Shown

08

.621
.594

Galvanized 10 qt Pails.....
.448
16
Omaha
30c Galvanized 12 qt Palls....
.438
Lincoln.-.- '
....14 18
35c Galvanized 14 qt Pails....
19
.387
. wj ; . . . 12
Wichita
s
.50
GOo Galvanized No. 1 Tubs....
.344
21
.11
3
.55 Topeka
70c Galvanized No. 2 Tubs....
"5
.65
3
No.
Tubs....
80c Galvanized
.19
25c can pustbane ,..
;
.95
11.25 Galvanized No. 8 Boiler. .
TODAY'S BASEBALL
j
,t!
10.50
$15 Brass
?12 Vernis Martin Beds, 24nch;
7.95
Posts . . . .
',
Western League
'
$5 Metal Couch, drop sides'. V.. 3.85
Denver at Des Moines,
2.65
$3.50 Gold Medal Camp Cote...
Lincoln at St. Joseph.
1.45
'
$2 Baby's Sulky Rubber Tires.
Wichita at Sioux City, i
7 10c Rolls "Here it is" Toilet
,
Topeka at Omaha.
.50
Paper . '
American League
.25
7 5c Rolls Toilet Paper
- .
Chicago at Boston. .05
No .1 and 2 Chimneys, each...
; :
Cleveland at New Tort.
50 ft 5 ply Rubber Hose
In.
Detroit
at
v
Philadelphia.
3.85
guaranteed .
St LouiB at Washington.
50 ft 5 ply Rubber Hose
in.
National League
4.65
guaranteed .
at
Boston
Chicago.
, ;
.35
:
50c Nozzles or sprays...
at
Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia
.18
25c Table Oil C"loth, yard
' s
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
.29
45c Brass Washboards
iNew York at St Louts.
'
Federal League
Kansas City at Brooklyn.
Indianapolis at Buffalo.
Opposite the Y. M. C A.
v
St. Louis at Pittsburgh,
Headquarters for Liquuld Veneer

n
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DONT MISS THIS
-BIGSHOW'

H.

J. ELLIOTT

Well Known Bass Singer
Will Appear

THE BROWNE
GRAN JARIPEO P0R NOTABLES VAQUER0S.

12,000 V"aqueros, vaqueras o indios en exhibiciori'para 'el
campeonato del mundo entero Mas de 60,000 expocta-dore- s
.;- quedaron agradados con esta funcion
PMCE
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TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate el ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lets space than two
All advertisement
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually eet
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly
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AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
CHS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

B. LEWIS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
Ha
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday aifat B)
HUXMANN
DR. F.
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Donglas area
ft
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are et
Dentist '
third. Thursday
J. C. Werta, Prep
acta month. Visiting dially welcome
Dental work of any descrtptloa at
moderate prices
bitrthers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; L ft
Room 1. Center Block. Office Phone vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 Petten. Secretary. '
. O. E.
Meets first and third Taefc-daEast Laa Vegas. New Mexico
evenings each month at Weoe
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlat
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladies
'ftfcilar conclave
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
fses- MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
W.
MaP.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
lay in each neat at
.
Manl-m.
Facial
at
7:30 p.
sonlo Temple
ut, h.
Massage,
Treatment,
M. Smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme, Re
cure, Chiropody.
corder.'
Steam Laundry Building
CHAPMAN

LODGE

it

Phone Vegas

r;fS

LOCAL TIME CARD

128

Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
MONUMENT CO
East Bound
Tocatlon first Monday In
Arrive
Detart
each month at Masonic
Albuquerque, N. M.
7:46 1.
215 E. Central
remple at 7:80 p. m. p. No. I.. . 7:20 p. m
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m.... .11:51 p. a)
23 Tears Practical Experience.
.
W. w. buwkih
2:25 a. m
2:38
No. 8..
E. A JONES
blood, Secretary.
2:0ft
1:35 p m
No. 11..
LAST WILL
West Bound
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE iwn
Desarl
Arrive
4. Meets every Monday evening at
SUte of New Mexico, County of San
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAtN sV
1:35 a.
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
Miguel, Probate Court.
6:41 a.
In the matter of the estate of Eliza brethren cordially invited to attend No. $.... 6:35 a. m
. m
4:3
Ann Hemler, deceased.
Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
7:0 a. m
Tn all whom it may concern: Greet V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No. 9
6:35 p. m
V. Hedgcock.
ing:
Werta, Treasurer;
You are hereby notified that the Cemetery Trustee.
CARNATIONS and wreaths for Dec
oration Day at Tbnr.nb ill's. Phone 6th day of July, 1914 has been fixed
of B. P. O. ELK3 Meets
second and
by the Honorable Probate Court
Purple 53321
v a 1
a
San Miguel county, New Mexico, as
fourth Tuesday evening of each
tes
and
will
last
to
the
month Elks home on Ninth etreet
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
the day
prove
de and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
50, J5.50; 25, $3.00. Cash with or tament of said Eliza Ann Hemler,
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
der. Will treat you right. Mrs. ceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here- er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans.
unto set my hand and affixed the Secretary.
S

For Sale

a

I

.

r

ror rum

I This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

SALE White Leghorn eggs seal of said Drobate court this 8th
A. M. Dearth, 316 day of May, 1914.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
LORENZO DELOADO,
National avenue.
(Seal)
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
Clerk of the Probate Court O. R. C. hall, Douglas avenue, on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
For a Torottf Liver
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Free"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
AGENTS Men or women may handle off and on for the past six years when man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
our special food products with good ever my liver shows signs of being Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
have
profit for themselves right at home. in a disordered condition. Theyme the Deputy,
given
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
You deal direct with the consumer always acted quickly and Mrs.
F. H Sixth
desired relief," writes
street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
to whom we give valuable prem- Truhns. Sorinevllle.
N. Y. For sale
iums, thus insuring agents sales by all dealers. Adv.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
with every prospect seen. Repeat
GAMBLING JOINT SHOT-Ufourth
orders assured to energetic agents
Thursday
evening each
San. Francisco, May 22 With drawn month at W. O. T. hall. Visiting
from their customers. Address Apex
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Products Co., Twentieth and Blake, revolvers two masked men 'entered
road house on the outskirts of the city Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary.
Denver, Colo.
where eight men were playing "klon-dike,- " J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
64t
a card game. A general shoot.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every ftrst Tuesing that followed cost the lives of
day of the month in the vestry roonu
player and one of the bandits. The ut Temple Monteflore at
I o'clock
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for other bandit was probably fatally m.
brothers are cordially in
Visiting
wounded and another of the players
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
received a wound in the neck.
Greenclay, Secretary.
FOR RENT Desirable residence, five
With
rooms kitchen, toilet, bath and cel- Most Children's Diseases Start
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
a Cold
lar, 50x150 lot, 902 Fourth street.
an Inflamfeverlshness,
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Restlessness,
Open for inspection. Phone Saul Ro- ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
Love
at Woodmen of the World hall,
.'
726
Seventh street.
senthal,
whooping cough Is starting In. Give on the second and fourth Mondays of
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping helps the children so very much, aid each month
Shlpps, Raymondsville, Mo., says: Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street. Mrs.
'I got fine results from It and It is a Montague, Local Deputy.
Tlsitlni
great medicine for whooping cough." members are especially weleoae and
FOR RENT 'Suite of rooms In mod- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
cordially invited.
ern home, ateo single room; cannot Store. Adv.
1034
rent to consumptives.
Eighth
How's This
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
street. Phone Main 60s.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ward for any caee of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. Pioneer building. Visiting members
We, the undersigned, have known are
cordially Invited. Richard Devtne,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
G.
Frank Angel, F. 8.
K.;
In
all
LOST Wallet with name C. J. Dean. believe him perfectly honorable
business transactions and financially
Return to W. M. Shilllnglaw.
able to carry out any obligations made
-by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
2,000 lbs, or Mora, Each Del vary
Toledo, O.
PILLS
CHICHESTER BUANII.
Is taken interA
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Lad Ira! Ank vonr ITOariHlfoe J
directly upon the blood
It ran d
acting
nally,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
Kid and Hold metallic
fill insealed
and mucous surfaces of the system.
boxes
with Blue Ribbon.
60 lbs, to 206 lbs., Each Delivery
75
cents
Price
sent
TnLe ha afhr. Kf of reap
free.
Testimonials
ltrvrzUU A kfnr IIM'III
Less than 6t Iba, Each Delivery
all
Druggists.
DIAMOND ItRANIft I'll,!., for S5
per bottle. Sold by
ears known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
pation. Adv.

FOR

-- if you use

75c per setting.
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Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made "wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley. Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick ' to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
O. G. SCHAEFER

RED CROSS

DRUG CO

giving you

a present for doing something
'
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

P

Lost

It

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
AA
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A
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ILVER
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EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in thia city from
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Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9tol2a.m;lto5p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334
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to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY ITEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

labor

saving-convenien-

ce

l

whole year a.nd this
is only

You may Bring your check to thte Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

tlCMTj

MAY 23, 1914.

at a dance on the evening of February

TONI GHT

BUY THEM BY THE BOX
v.

-

ANOTHER. CAR OF

Extra Fancy Novels and Sweets. By the
Box $4.00, Half Box $2 J5
.

Photoplay

The Vegas Theatre

THE 8T0LEN REMBRANT
Kalem
Feature

THE GREAT PENDLETON
ROUND-U- P

BRONCHO BILLY'S CLOSE
CALL
Ktesanay

ORANGES
BLOOD ORANGES , i

AND GR.APE FRUIT. LET US HAVE
YOUR. ORDER.' ;(-

In five reels. This same program at the Browne, Sunday.

i
LOCAL NEWS
Silver Bags tor commencement
gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

7:22

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
'
;
Rye at the Opera BaJV Adv.

STEARNS STORE

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitchell are the
parents of a baby boy born to them

yesterday afternoon.
located in Kansas.

)

SNOWDRIFT

Mr, Mitchell ii
i

"!

Initial box paper for commence
ment gifts iaf Murphey'B Drug Store.
Advs

.
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It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air

v.

I

Li!SV.V':.l

cI6e?

nf

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to 1L Order a sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Don't (Jail to ee Series '12 of "Our
Mutual-- Girl" Sunday.
Mutual thea- ter. AdVi,
Each day from three to ten automo
bile tourists bound to and from California are passing through Las Vegas
and are well pleased with the roads
in this country. Although- the rains
caused the newly built roads to be
rather heavy, reports received immediately after the downpour are that
they are now in good condtion.
-

Misses Marguerite Cavanaugh and
Minnie Kohn, who will . conduct a
summer school at the Douglas avenue buildin?, announced today that
the session would begin on Monday
morning, June 1. About 14 pupils
have enrolled, and it Is believed the
school will have a large enrollment
All pupils wishing to register should
communicate at once with Miss Cavanaugh or Miss Kohn.
Boots and shoes made to order,
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
I have
my shop at 621
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe
Martin. Adv.

Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000;;Sorplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every depaLrtment of Banking we
tvre prepared to give the ,best

of service

AH K Inds of Berries

The following report on the condi
tion of the roads near here was sent
D. K. B. Sellers, president of the
Ocean to Ocean Highway association,
at Albuquerque by Robert J. Taupert:
"The recent heavy rains did no per
manent i damage to the San Miguel
county roads, and drags were used as
soon as they were able to worki All
roads that have been graveled were
in perfect condition through the rain.
Tourist traffic was uninterrupted
New culverts ' will be added where
shown to be needed by the storm.1!

i

Books for commencement gifts at
Murphey's Drug Store. Ah v.

tor

PRATT'S POULTRY FOOD
Egg Producer
THE GRAAF & I1AYVARD CO. STORE

'

v.

IF YOU VANTAN AUTOMOBILE

SEE US
Real Bargains oJl the Time

..

Initial correspondence .cards for
commencement gifts at Murphey's
Drug Store. Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates
will be appreciated by Sweet Girl
Graduates. Adv.
A

WILL

PLAY

SANTA

FE

Early tomorrow morning a baseball
team composed of players from both
sides of the river will make a trip
to Santa Fe, where they will play
against the White Sox, the best aggregation of the Ancient City. Several automobiles are expected to
make the trip, while a number of the
players will go to Santa Fe tonight
by train. AJ strong lineup has been
arranged for the game. Frank Angel
is at the head of the bunch.
The lineup of the Las Vegas team
is as follows: Ettinger, c; Salazar,
P; Harris, lb; Marshall, 2b; Angel,
3b; Montano, ss; Lujan,. If; Fraser,
cf; Nieto, rf.
Seven automobiles loaded with players and fans will leave the Plaza park
at 6 o'clock) tomorrow morning.
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy
to the
with your congratulations
Sweet Girl Graduate. Adv.
V
'.; HARVEVfls OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

1913 Model

FUaza

1

1914 Model Ford

II

'":.

SALE

i,

Leather Davenport

1 Hall Clock
Linoleum
and a few odds and ends

HARRY

1IER

909 7th. Street

LEGAL BATTLE

Marlon
Vlele

'

'

-

$600

...

.

40

30

$500

1$400

.

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS

FORD SALES

COMPANY

'

I

.

Have You Ever Looked Into
Our Bargain Basement?
It is our

department and a marvelous
place to save moneyf The largest stock of slightly used
household goods in the southwest.
second-han- d

ftiSi Ulrlt

"

When in need of anything for the home on which you
wish to economize, step into our bargain basement first.

FOR TWO NIGHTS

For two nights one of the most interesting motion pictures ever shown
In' this city will be presented here;
at the Vegas theater on the West side
tonight and at the Browne tomorrow
night. The picture is of the great
Pendleton Roundup.
The picture is the latest sensation
in novelty motion picture work and
contains actual events, pictured at
the roundup. "Twelve hundred cow
boys and cowgirls and full blooded In
dians take parts in the picture and
compete for the world's championship
events, that are classics in this work.
The Pendleton Roundup is known
all over the United States and peo
ple frequently make long trips to
witness this spectacle. .The attend'
ance at the roundup when this pic
ture was taken numbered 60,000.
The first show will begin at 7:15
o'clock this evening at the Vegas
and at the same time tomorrow night
at the Browne. The prices of admis
sion are 10 cents and 15 cents. ,

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need
Vh
ed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

;

1

GUARANTEED

Robert J. Taupert of the county
road board today received a bulletin
from Colonel D. B.1 k.' Sellers, presin
dent of the
Highway
association, giving details as to the
condition of the roads from Kansas
City west
The report, is lengthy, but gives
complete details on all sections of .the
road. The substance of the report
is that all roads are In good condition with a Tew exceptions in Arizona. New Mexico roads are especially good and this information, given
through the bulletin, undoubtedly will
be valuable to all tourists.

FOR

ITS FERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

ROAD BULLETIN IS

Closing arguments of counsel in the
Encinias murder case began when the
district court opened following the
noon recess todayj District Attorney
a
Charles W. G. Ward presented
in
statement
the
to
Jury,
lengthy
Subscribe for The Optic.
which he went carefully into every
out
in
of
case
the
as
phase
brought
the evidence and asserted that the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
guilt of the defendant had been com- FOR RENT Furnished room; strictp'etely proven.
.A ' '
,
O? A. Larrazolo, attorney for the
ly first Class; best location on
defense, 'hctean tallHnir shortly after ; SeVenth street; no health seekera
3 o'clock. He began a masterly plea
Apply T, Optic
for the acquittal of his client, assert
ing the man had acted, as be believed, FOUNT Bracelet Owner may have
in "defense of his life and of his home,
same by calling at Bacharach's and
vaen he shot down Pladdo Lucero
paying for adv.

i

$500

-

1912 Model Bulck, 30

Household Goods Bought, Sold and Exchanged

Ocean-to-Ocea-

TECOLOTltO TRIAL FINALLY
IS
COMPLETEp AFTER A BITTER

50

J. C. Johnsen & Son

v.

CASE LATE TODAY

l.$90O

Hupmobile

1913 Model Hupmobile

care of the money.
he would lose it, so he offered it to
Martinez, who refused to accept It.
Quintana said he then ' spent the
money, not being able to get rid of
it Quintana is a student at the
New Mexico Normal University.
The grand Jury was ' expected to
make its final report late this afternoon and be excused. No indictments
were returned yesterday or this morning by the investigators.

tain resort. Carriage out every Sat- i
OF GREAT VALUE
urday morning, returning following
'
Friday; charge, including passage
both 'ways $10. Special rates for long ROBERT nS;' TAUPERT : SUPPLIED
outline. Address East Las Vegas,; j WITH INFORMATION REGARDBox B. Leave 'orders at' Murphey's;-oROUTE
ING
hotel.--Ad-
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JOHN Hi YORK
Grocer and Baker

JURY GETS ENCIN1AS

Interest Psztd on Time Deposits
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Vegetables Galore

HOUSEHOLD

At

Fruits
and
-

v.

?g

were
21.
Mr. Larrazolo's remarks
lengthy, and it was thought the case
would not be given to the Jury until
late in the afternoon.
Casimiro Enclnias this morning took
the witness stand in his own defense.
He did not make an entirely satisfac
tory witness, appearing to be badly
frightened. His story was to the effect that he feared Lucero was about
to shoot him, and, seeing the man
reach for his hip pocket, he pulled
his own gun and fired. Enclnias de
clared be had heard that Lucero had
.
threatened to kill him.
Young Man is Shown Mercy
Delfino Quintana, who was indicted
by the present grand Jury upon a
charge of forgery, and who previously
had pleaded not guilty announced
that he wished to change his plea to
that of guilty. The new plea was accepted. Judge David J. Leahy gave a
sentence of from two to three years
in the New Mexico reform school at
Springer, but ordered that committment should not be issued unless
Quintana should deport himself ir16
regularly. The boy,, who ia only
years of age, comes of a good family
and has always borne a good! reputation. If he behaves himself he will
avoid a term in the reform school.
Quintana was accused of forging the
name of Ramon Martinez to a check
made out to the latter by Jose Ortega. The amount of the check was
and the boy was instructed by Ortega
td,giVe the check to his father, who I
resides in Sapello, to be handed to
Martin!. Quintana said he: became
afraid he would lose the check, so he
wrote Martinez's name on the back
with. Melitwiuii-barr- t
of it and

Two marriage licenses were issued
Parisian Ivory Novelties for com- this
ROUNDUP
morning at the court house. Eleu PENDLETON
mencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug
teria Sandoval, aged 18, of San. Juan
Store. Adv.
and Vicente Tapia, aged 22, of San
AT LOCAL THEATERS
Juana Garcia, aged 35, of
Series 12 of "Ornr Mutual Girl" will Miguel;
Rowe, and' Juan N. Gonzales, aged
be Bhown Sunday matinee and night.
40, of San Isidro, were the couples HOFFMAN AND BROWNE SECURE
Great society events of New York in
made happy.
ATTRACTION
AN EXCELLENT
Adv.
Theater.
this number. Mutual

Fancy writing paper for commencement gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Reynolds, Cashier.
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P. F. Zummach, carpenter and
Phone Main 362. Adv.
Llggett's Chocolates for the Sweet
Girl Graduate af5 Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
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And the Green Grass
This' means' lots of Pure Fresh Creetm
&.nd Good Butter

Fresh From trie Churn to
Your Table
Ask Your Grocer
FOR CRYSTAL BUTTER
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